
AN BILLE UM THRACHT AR BHOITHRE, I960. 
ROAD TRAFFIC BILL, 1960.

EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM.

The White Paper “ Proposals for Road Traffic Legislation, 
1960 ” set out the preliminary decisions of the Government on 
proposals for road traffic legislation. The Bill is based on the 
proposals set out in the White Paper, subject to certain modifica
tions made in the light of representations from interested bodies. 
The Bill is a comprehensive one and will replace the Road Traffic 
Act, 1933, as well as other enactments dealing with road traffic.

The Bill is divided into nine Parts, as set out below.

PART I.

Preliminary and General.

Part I contains the usual provisions relating to citation, com
mencement, interpretation, regulations, and repeals, and other 
general provisions.

Section 2 provides for the coming into operation of different 
provisions of the Bill on such day or days as may be fixed by the 
Minister for Local Government. It is intended to bring the greater 
part of the Bill into operation soon after its enactment but certain 
steps will have to be taken before some of the provisions are 
brought into operation, e.g., the machinery for tests will have to be 
established before driving and vehicle tests are initiated.

Section 3 defines terms which are of general application through
out the Bill. Some of the words and phrases defined in the section 
nevertheless relate primarily to a particular Part or section and are 
dealt with in the explanatory notes thereon. Some, e.g., “ the 
Commissioner ” need no comment. Following are notes on the 
remaining terms:—

(a) A definition of “ vehicle ” was contained in the 1933 Act but 
is not now regarded as necessary, the ordinary meaning of the word 
being sufficient to cover all types of vehicles—mechanically pro
pelled, animal-drawn, pedal driven.

“ Mechanically propelled vehicle ” is defined in some detail, in 
subsections (1) and (2). The definition takes account of various 
points raised in Court cases and seeks to put beyond doubt what is 
meant by the term. For drafting purposes a phrase “ combination 
of vehicles ” is used in some sections, e.g., sections 12, 16 and 20. 
The phrase is defined in subsection (I). It is also desirable to make 
it clear that a reference to a drawn vehicle includes a reference to 
a vehicle attached to another while they are both stationary, and 
this is done in subsection (5).

“ Pedestrian-controlled mechanically propelled vehicles ” are 
(subject to conditions) exempted by sections 38 and 79 from certain 
provisions of the Bill applying to mechanically propelled vehicles 
generally. The phrase is defined in subsection (1).

“ Pedal bicycle ” and “ pedal tricycle ” are defined in subsec 
tion (1) on the same lines as they were in the 1933 Act. For draft
ing purposes a phrase “ pedal cycle ” is used in some sections to 
cover either a pedal bicycle or a pedal tricycle, and this is defined 
in subsection (I).



(b) As in the 1933 Act “ driving ”■—subsection (1)—includes 
management and control, but the phrase will also be used to cover 
riding a cycle to avoid repetition of the words “ or riding etc.” in 
many sections. The definition of “ pedal cyclist ” takes account of 
this.

“ Driving ” might be regarded as connoting active management 
of the vehicle and insufficient to cover offences in relation to 
stationary vehicles. The word “ use ” is therefore employed in 
various Parts of the Bill, e.g., Part VI. The ordinary sense of 
“ use ” clearly covers “ driving ” but to remove doubts it is neces
sary to say specifically that it includes keeping or leaving a vehicle 
stationary, and this in effect is done in subsection (1).

It may be mentioned that “ use ” has been construed judicially 
to the effect that, -whenever an employee uses a vehicle on his 
masters business, the master is also treated as using it; this has 
been borne in mind in the drafting of the Bill.

“ Keep or leave a vehicle stationary ” is a phrase that would 
have to be used frequently in the Bill, and it is replaced by the 
single word “ park ” as defined in subsection (1).

(c) “ Owner ” in relation to a mechanically propelled vehicle, 
is defined in subsection (1). Certain words have been omitted 
from the definition in the 1933 Act, so that for the purposes of 
the Bill a person hiring out a motor vehicle will be regarded as 
the owner thereof, and so liable for various offences and also 
liable for negligence under certain conditions.

“ Registered owner ” is defined also in subsection (1); minor 
liabilities are attached to the registered owner under sections 86, 
90 and 104.

Subsection (5) makes it clear that a reference to consent (in 
relation to use of a vehicle) includes implied consent and an order. 
This was not clear under the 1933 Act, which expressly referred 
to “ implied consent ” and “ order ” in some sections only.

(d) “ Public place ”, “road ” and “ public road ” are defined 
in subsection (1) on the same basis as in the 1933 Act but some 
ambiguities have been removed. The principle followed in the 
Bill is to apply general measures in the interests of road safety 
(e.g., requirement of a driving licence) to public places, and local 
control measures (e.g., parking bye-laws) to public roads.

“Footway” and “roadway” are defined in subsection (1) as 
in the 1933 Act. Other phrases used in the Bill, e.g., dual 
carriageway, cycle track, do not appear to require definition.

(e) “ Road authority ” is defined in subsection (1) on the usual 
basis. Road authorities have functions under various sections, e.g., 
sections 15, 95. It may be mentioned that in certain sections 
functions are given to local authorities other than road authorities.

(/) “ Contravenes ” is defined in subsection (1) as in the 1933 
Act.

(g) A statement as to the principles which a good driver should 
follow and a brief outline of road traffic law has been published 
by the Minister for Local Government, under the title “ Rules of 
the Road ” and as revised from time to time is to be used in 
driving tests. This is defined in subsection (4).

Some definitions which appeared in the 1933 Act are not required 
in the Bill because of differences in drafting, etc.

Section 4 provides that Part VI (which deals with compulsory 
insurance) will not apply to vehicles owned by the State and other 
categories of vehicle for which the State accepts responsibility 
under section 116. The other Parts of the Bill apply to persons in 
the service of the State and vehicles owned by the State. This sec
tion is a re-enactment with amendment of section 5 of the 1933 Act.
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Section 5 confers power on the Minister to make regulations and 
provides for the laying of every regulation made under the Bill 
before the Oireachtas and for the annulment by either House of 
any such regulation by resolution passed within 21 days. Under 
the 1933 Act the procedure in relation to regulations was dealt 
with under the specific sections conferring the power.

Section 6 which is a re-enactment of section 8 of the 1933 Act 
prescribes the procedure to be followed by the Commissioner of the 
Garda Siochana in making bye-laws. The section provides 
that the making of representations by local authorities to the Com
missioner and to the Minister in regard to local bye-laws shall be 
a reserved function.

Section 7 deals with proof of bye-laws made by the Commissioner 
and of rules made by the Commissioner or a local authority and 
is substantially a re-enactment of section 9 of the 1933 Act. The 
reference to local authority rules is new, arising out of section 90.

Section 8 provides for the defraying out of the Road Fund of 
expenses incurred by any Minister or the Commissioner in the 
execution of the Roads Act, 1920, the Finance (Excise Duties) 
(Vehicles) Acts, 1952 and 1960, and the Bill. It is, with necessary 
consequential amendments, a re-enactment of section 10 of the 
1933 Act.

Section 9 contains a general provision for payment into the 
Road Fund of all fines for offences under the Bill and all fees or 
other sums received by the Commissioner or any other member of 
the Garda Siochana. It is a re-enactment of section 11 of the 
1933 Act.

Section 10 provides for repeals of certain enactments and the 
continuation in force of orders, regulations, bye-laws and rules 
made under the repealed enactments. It corresponds to section 13 
of the 1933 Act.

PART II.

General Provisions Relating to Vehicles.

This Part enables the Minister for Local Government to regulate 
the construction, equipment, use, lighting and weight of vehicles 
and contains provisions for enforcement and for vehicle tests. It 
replaces Parts II and X of the 1933 Act and has some new 
provisions.

Section 11 replaces section 15 and Part X of the 1933 Act. It 
enables the Minister for Local Government to make regulations in 
relation to the use of vehicles in public places. Examples of the 
type of regulation in mind are given in subsection {2). These 
regulations will deal with the dimensions of vehicles, their brakes, 
horns, other instruments, their light and reflectors. Section 15 
of the 1933 Act applied only to mechanically propelled vehicles 
and their trailers, but section 11 applies to all vehicles, including 
bicycles. Part X of the 1933 Act dealt with the lighting of 
vehicles partly in the Act and partly by regulations, but section 11 
provides that all the lighting provisions will be covered by regula
tions, a flexible power necessary because of constant developments 
in this field. The regulations can cover a wider field than those 
under the 1933 Act, and will enable the Minister, if he thinks fit, 
to deal with such matters as the wearing of safety harness or other 
safety devices, the establishment of “silence zones,” requiring 
stationary vehicles to be properly indicated at night-time, etc. 
The common penalty (section 102) will apply to infringement of 
the regulations and to the use of a vehicle in contravention of them. 
In the latter case the owner (as well as the user) will be liable 
unless he shows that the use of the vehicle was unauthorised.
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Section 12 enables the Minister for Local Government to make 
regulations governing the maximum weight, laden or unladen, of 
mechanically propelled vehicles, trailers and combinations of 
vehicles and the maximum weight to be transmitted by an axle or 
a wheel. The common penalty (section 102) applies to infringe
ments of the regulations. The owner will be liable (as well as the 
person using the vehicle) unless he shows that the use of the 
vehicle was unauthorised. Section 14 of the 1933 Act sets out the 
maximum unladen weight for certain classes of vehicles but the 
maximum laden weight is determined by regulations under section 
16 of that Act, as is the unladen weight of locomotives and trailers. 
Unladen weights are relatively unimportant from a road traffic 
point of view and it is proposed that all matters coming under the 
present provision should be dealt with by regulations.

Section 13 is a re-enactment of section 17 of the 1933 Act and 
enables the Minister for Local Government to make regulations 
providing for the issue of permits giving exemption for specific 
vehicles from the regulations regarding weight, and construction 
and use. The regulations enable road authorities to permit 
vehicles to take exceptional loads for particular journeys, subject 
to safeguards.

Section 14 defines weight unladen for the purposes of the Bill. 
The definition is similar to the definition adopted for motor tax 
purposes in the Finance (Excise Duties) (Vehicles) (Amendment) 
Act, 1960. The new definition replaces that set out in section 18 
of the 1933 Act.

Section 15 enables a road authority to u appoint ” weighbridges 
for the purpose of vehicle weighings under the Bill. They may 
provide the weighbridges themselves (road traffic weighbridges) or 
appoint others. They may also acquire and operate a mobile 
weighbridge and make it available to members of the Garda 
Siochana. This section replaces section 19 of the 1933 Act with 
amendments, including the following :—

(а) in addition to providing their own weighbridge, a road
authority may “ appoint ” a weighbridge owned 
privately or by another public authority and may 
contribute to its cost;

(б) the consent of the Minister for Local Government to fees
for weighings will no longer be necessary;

(c) in the case of county councils, the area of charge will now 
be the county at large, irrespective of whether the 
weighbridge is adjacent to a main or county road.

Some of the powers conferred by this section are similar to those 
conferred for motor tax purposes by the Finance (Excise Duties) 
(Vehicles) (Amendment) Act, 1960.

Section 16 provides that an authorised officer of the road 
authority or a member of the Garda Siochana may check the weight 
of a vehicle or combination of vehicles on a mobile weighbridge or 
at an appointed weighbridge not more than 5 miles distant. There 
is provision for checking weight laden and unladen. Where the 
weighing is carried out on an appointed weighbridge not main
tained by a road authority, the fee paid for the weighing will be 
recouped by the appropriate road authority. This provision is a 
re-enactment of subsection (4) of section 16 of the 1933 Act with 
amendments including the following:—

(a) authorised officers of local authorities will have the same
powers as members of the Garda Siochana;

(b) the distance over which a vehicle may be required to be
driven is increased from 2 miles to 5 miles;

(c) the use of a mobile weighbridge is authorised.
Some of the provisions correspond to those introduced for 
unladen weight for motor tax purposes in the Finance (Excise 
Duties) (Vehicles) (Amendment) Act, 1960,
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Section 17 enables a road authority to recover the cost of repair
ing excessive damage to public roads by extraordinary traffic from 
the person by whose order such traffic has been conducted. C.I.E. 
services and vehicles licensed under the Road Transport Acts are 
exempt. This is substantially a re-enactment of subsections (1) and 
(7) of section 1 of the Public Roads (Ireland) Act, 1911, as 
amended by section 25 of the Road Transport Act, 1932, and 
section 37 of the Road Transport Act, 1933.

Section 18 enables the Minister for Local Government to make 
regulations requiring the testing of specified classes of mechanically 
propelled vehicles. The regulations will indicate the testing 
authority, the scope of the test, the fee to be paid, etc. When a 
vehicle passes the test, a test certificate will be issued, and it will 
be an offence to use a vehicle without its test certificate. The 
owner, as well as the person using the vehicle, wrill be liable in the 
same way as they are liable for not having insurance cover (see 
Part VI). The penalty is set out in subsection (2). Where a test 
certificate is refused there is an appeal to the Minister. The 
regulations will deal with other matters, such as the keeping of 
records, the inspection of premises used for testing, etc. Breach 
of a penal regulation will also be an offence, the common penalty 
{section 102) applying. This and section 19 are entirely new 
provisions.

Section 19 gives the Garda Siochana power to demand production 
of a test certificate under section 18 on the same basis as they can 
demand production of an insurance certificate (see Part VI). The 
common penalty {section 102) applies to offences under this section.

Section 20 provides that wrhere a member of the Garda Siochana 
suspects that there is a dangerous defect affecting a mechanically 
propelled vehicle or a combination of vehicles or in the case of a 
public service vehicle a defect rendering it unfit for the carriage of 
passengers, he may stop and test the vehicle and, if appropriate, 
instruct the person in charge that it is not to be driven or moved 
until the defect has been remedied or require the person in charge 
or owmer to submit it for a further test at a specified time and 
place. Power is given also to test a pedal cycle and if necessary 
instruct the person in charge that it is not to be used until the 
defect is remedied or require him to submit it for a further test. 
The common penalty {section 102) applies to offences under the 
section. In the 1933 Act (sections 97-99) provision for the 
occasional testing of vehicles existed only in relation to public 
service vehicles. The Emergency Powrers (No. 368) Order, 1945, 
now' lapsed, enabled a member of the Garda to test the brakes and 
steering of a mechanically propelled vehicle or the brakes of a 
bicycle. The new provision wil? apply to any dangerous defect.

PART III.

Driving Licences.

This Part deals with driving licences, disqualification for driving 
and tests of fitness and competency to drive. It replaces Part III 
of the 1933 Act, but contains so many new provisions, and involves 
a redrafting of existing provisions to such an extent as to make it 
substantially a new Part.

Section 21 defines licensing authority as the council of a county 
or the corporation of a county borough. This is a re-enactment of 
section 21 of the 1933 Act.

Section 22 relates to applications for driving licences. Applica
tions may be confined to particular classes of vehicle, which w'ill be
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defined by regulations under section 42. The need for this arises 
because of the introduction of driving and fitness tests. A person 
disqualified for a particular class (e.g., because of age, fitness or an 
ancillary or special disqualification order) may not apply for a 
licence covering that class. If a person is required by the regula
tions to have a certificate of competency or fitness, he must produce 
it with the application. The declaration as to health etc. to be 
made will be specified by regulations. Under the 1933 Act, an 
application may be made to the licensing authority in whose area 
the applicant ordinarily resides or carries on business. Under the 
Bill application must be made to the licensing authority in whose 
area the person ordinarily resides.

Section 23, which replaces section 25 of the 1933 Act, deals with 
the grant of driving licences and provides that where an applica
tion is duly made, the licensing authority must grant the driving 
licence unless it appears to them that the applicant is disqualified 
or, having regard to the particulars contained in the application, 
does not possess a satisfactory knowledge of the Rules of the Road 
(the latter proviso is new). Certain other matters dealt with in 
Section 25 of the 1933 Act, e.g., issue of duplicate licences and 
particulars to be furnished by applicant, will be dealt with by 
regulations under the Bill. Subsection (2) provides that a driving 
licence shall normally be granted for a period of 12 months; this 
replaces section 28 of the 1933 Act.

Section 24 imposes the duty of signing a driving licence where 
the licence is expressed as not having effect until it is signed. 
Whether this form of licence will be adopted or another form (e.g. 
use of photograph instead of signature) will be determined by 
regulations. No change is expected in the immediate future. A 
person who fails to sign a licence will still be regarded as the holder 
of a licence for the purpose of endorsements etc. This section 
replaces, with drafting changes, section 27 (1) of the 1933 Act.

Section 23 provides that licences required to be signed will not 
have effect until they are signed, but this will not extend the period 
of twelve months for which the licence was granted. This is a re
enactment, with drafting changes, of section 27 (2) of the 1933 Act.

Section 26 provides for consequential disqualification for driving 
on conviction of certain offences. The disqualification relates to all 
mechanically propelled vehicles and must be imposed by the Courts 
where a person is convicted of a specified offence. These offences 
are set out in the Second Schedule to the Bill.

Disqualification for one year will be imposed for a first offence of 
driving while under the influence of drink or dangerous driving 
causing death or serious bodily harm; for a second or subsequent 
offence, the period will be 3 years. In the case of the following 
offences, a minimum disqualification period of six months will 
apply for a second or subsequent conviction viz.; dangerous 
driving, being drunk in charge of a mechanically propelled vehicle, 
driving a mechanically propelled vehicle while unfit, driving a 
dangerously defective mechanically propelled vehicle, taking or 
using a mechanically propelled vehicle without the owner’s consent, 
driving an uninsured mechanically propelled vehicle, failing to 
stop after an accident involving personal injury, and dangerous 
parking (unlit) at night-time. To deal with the persistent offender, 
a minimum period of three months will apply where a specified 
offence involving the use of a mechanically propelled vehicle is 
committed by a person at least three times in a year; these offences 
may be summarized as follows: exceeding a speed limit, careless 
driving, breach of general or local traffic bye-laws etc., parking and 
obstruction offences, breach of bye-laws relating to use of taxi 
stands and bus stops, failure to stop (including failure to obey a 
traffic warden’s sign). In the 1933 Act (section 30), consequential 
disqualification orders applied only in cases of driving while under 
the influence of drink.
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The section makes clear that an appeal court will have the same 
power of dealing with disqualification as the lower court including 
the power to increase the period or reduce it to the minimum laid 
down by the Bill. It is provided that a court may treat as a first 
offence of driving while under the influence of drink one which is 
committed four years or more since the last disqualification ended. 
It is also provided that disqualification may be imposed for a speci
fied period and thereafter until a certificate of competency or of 
fitness under the Bill is produced by the person disqualified.

Section 27 deals with ancillary disqualification, that is, disqualifi
cation which may be imposed at the discretion of the court. This 
section is largely a re-enactment of section 31 of the 1933 Act and 
applies to any offences under the Bill (except those covered by the 
preceding section) or otherwise in relation to a mechanically pro
pelled vehicle or a crime or offence in the commission of which a 
mechanically propelled vehicle was used. The period of disqualifi
cation is left to the discretion of the court. There is a new provision 
that the period may, as under the preceding section, be related to 
the production of a certificate of competency or of fitness. Under 
another new provision ancillary disqualification orders may apply 
only to a particular class of vehicle. The Bill makes it clear that 
a court of appeal will have the same power of dealing with dis
qualifications as a lower court, including the power to impose or 
increase a disqualification. Also, a person may appeal to have the 
disqualification removed or reduced without appealing against the 
conviction.

Section 28 replaces section 32 of the 1933 Act and provides for 
special disqualification orders by the District Court on application 
by an officer of the Garda Siochana. Under the 1933 Act this 
preventive procedure could be used in the case of persons suspected 
of being unfit to drive by reason of mental or physical disability. 
This is now being extended to cover also persons reasonably 
believed to be incompetent to drive. Under the 1933 Act special 
disqualification was for a specified period; under the Bill it will be 
until a certificate of fitness or of competency is produced. There is 
specific provision for an appeal to the Circuit Court.

Section 29 is a new provision and enables a person disqualified 
under section 26 or 27 for a period exceeding six months to apply 
after three months to the court which made or varied the order for 
the removal of the disqualification and the court may, if it considers 
special circumstances exist, reduce the period of disqualification 
but not below six months in any case. An appeal will lie to a 
higher court against the refusal of an application. This right to 
apply for the removal of a disqualification is in addition to the 
ordinary right of appeal referred to under sections 26 and 27 
above. As a corollary to this provision, section 124 provides that 
driving disqualifications will no longer be remitted under the 
Criminal Justice Act, 1951.

Section 30 is largely a re-enactment of section 33 of the 1933 Act 
and makes formal provision as to the effect of disqualification 
orders. Under a new provision, it is made clear that where a dis
qualification order is suspended pending appeal and the appeal is 
subsequently withdrawn, the disqualification order will then be 
revived. Another provision deals with the date of commencement 
of a disqualification order suspended pending appeal and confirmed 
on appeal.

Section 31 provides that persons under 16 years of age shall be 
disqualified for holding any driving licence whatsoever and that 
persons under an age (not less than 17) specified by regulations 
shall be disqualified for holding a driving licence for a specified 
class of mechanically propelled vehicle. The present age limits 
are set out in section 26 of the 1933 Act. For the present no 
fundamental change in the age-limits for different classes of 
vehicles is contemplated, but experience and international conven
tions on the subject may dictate the need for changes in the future.
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Section 32 provides that a person suffering from a disease or 
physical or mental disability prescribed in regulations shall be dis
qualified for holding any driving licence. This is a new provision. 
Under section 24 of the 1933 Act a person taking out a licence was 
required to sign a declaration that he was not suffering from any 
disease or disability which would cause his driving to be a source 
of danger (unless his application was accompanied by a certificate 
of fitness). It is considered that such disqualifying defects should 
be specified, and it is necessary to have flexible power to do so by 
regulations because of continuing research on the subject. It has 
been tentatively decided that in the beginning the list of defects to 
be prescribed will be on the lines of that adopted in Britain and 
include the following: epilepsy, certain forms of mental disorder, 
liability to sudden attacks of disabling giddiness or fainting, and a 
low standard of eyesight (even with glasses).

Section 33 deals with driving tests and the issue of certificates of 
competency. Further powers are contained in section 42 (3). As 
already indicated, the Courts may make the ending of a period of 
disqualification conditional on the production of a certificate of 
competency. In addition, such certificates will be required from 
prescribed classes of persons when applying for a driving licence. 
These classes would at first be drivers of public service vehicles, 
new drivers and (possibly) drivers who had committed specified 
offences. The nature and scope of the test will be determined by 
regulations, and they will require the applicant to show that he has 
a satisfactory knowledge of the Rules of the Road and is competent 
to drive without danger to and with due consideration for other 
road users. Regulations will specify the authorities to issue the 
certificates. Tests and certificates will be related to the class of 
vehicle the applicant intends to drive. A person who fails a test 
may apply for a new test after the prescribed period (probably 
some months) has elapsed. There will be a right of appeal to the 
District Court against the decision of the issuing authority and the 
Court may order a new test. The intention is that this test will be 
carried out by different examiners.

Section 34 deals with fitness tests and the issue of certificates of 
fitness. Further provisions are contained in section 42 (5). Persons 
required to undergo these tests will be (a) persons who have been 
disqualified by a Court and the termination of whose disqualifica
tion is linked wdth the production of a certificate of fitness, (b) 
persons of a class specified in regulations made by the Minister. 
These latter will probably include persons with particular dis
abilities, persons driving particular classes of vehicles (e.g. buses) 
and persons over a certain age. A doctor chosen by the applicant 
will carry out the test and submit a report in the prescribed form 
on the applicant’s fitness. This report will be considered by the 
issuing authority who may then issue a certificate of fitness. As in 
section 33, the issuing authority will be specified in regulations and 
there will be a right of appeal to the District Court.

Section 35 provides for the issue of provisional licences by 
licensing authorities to persons desirous of learning to drive a 
mechanically propelled vehicle in order to pass a test. Under this 
section and section 42, regulations may specify cases where persons 
are not eligible to receive a provisional licence (e.g. persons who 
have incurred consequential disqualification) and may specify the 
conditions upon which a licence may be granted. This latter 
power would cover such matters as the use of an L plate, the need 
to be accompanied by a person already holding a driving licence 
etc. This section is a new provision and is a direct result of the 
introduction of driving tests.

Section 36 provides for endorsement of driving licences by the 
Courts and replaces section 35 of the 1933 Act with some changes. 
Under the 1933 Act endorsement could be ordered, in cases not 
involving disqualification, only where a person is convicted of an 
offence in connection with the driving of a mechanically propelled 
vehicle. This is now being extended to offences under the Bill or
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otherwise in relation to a mechanically propelled vehicle and crimes 
and offences in the commission of which a mechanically propelled 
vehicle is used, on the basis of the formula used in section 27. As 
in the 1933 Act, the power of endorsement in cases not involving 
disqualification is discretionary. Other new provisions make clear 
that a court of appeal has the same power of endorsement as a 
lower court and that an endorsement shall apply to any future 
licence taken out by an offender who is not at the time the holder 
of a driving licence.

Section 37 re-enacts section 37 of the 1933 Act, providing for 
the carryover of endorsements to subsequent driving licences, 
subject to a limit of three years in the case of continuous licences 
or an aggregate of five years of broken periods. Under a new 
provision particulars of endorsements which were annulled on 
appeal will not be carried over into new licences.

Sectiem 38 prohibits the driving of mechanically propelled 
vehicles without a licence. Under section 22 of the 1933 Act the 
prohibition related to driving on a public road; this is now being 
extended to driving in a public place, a wider term. Another new 
provision places on the defendant, in a prosecution for an offence 
under the section, the onus of proving that he held a driving 
licence. Recent court decisions had the effect of placing the onus 
of proof as to this matter on the prosecution. As the matter is one 
peculiarly within the knowledge of the defendant and to prove a 
negative in such a case would impose a very difficult burden on the 
prosecution, the onus of proof is now being placed on the 
defendant. Another new provision is that a member of the Garda 
Siochana need not hold a driving licence while driving in the 
course of his duty; this extends to the Garda Siochana an exemp
tion conferred on the Defence Forces by the Defence Acts, and is 
necessary to deal (inter alia) with emergency situations. Pedestrian- 
controlled vehicles complying with prescribed conditions are 
excepted from the provisions of the section and of sections 40 and 
41. The common penalty (section 102) applies to ordinary offences 
under the section, but there is a more severe penalty in subsec
tion (5) for a person driving while disqualified or a person required 
to produce a certificate of competency or of fitness before obtaining 
a driving licence.

Section 39 formally prohibits a person from applying for a 
driving licence if he is disqualified for applying for it. The 
penalty has been increased over that provided for in the cor
responding section, 38 (1), of the 1933 Act.

Section 40 provides for production of a driving licence on 
demand by a member of the Garda Siochana and replaces with 
amendments section 39 of the 1933 Act. The period for producing 
a licence at a Garda station will be extended from 5 to 10 
days and onus of proof that a licence was so produced is placed 
on the defendant. Another new provision enables a Ganla to 
arrest without warrant a person who gives a name or address 
which he has reasonable grounds for believing to be false (under 
the 1933 Act he must know that the name or address is false).

Section 41 provides that a member of the Garda Siochana may 
request a person driving a mechanically propelled vehicle to sign 
his name in a book. This is for comparison with the signature 
on the licence and will apply while licences are issued in that 
form. The section is substantially a re-enactment of Section 40 
of the 1933 Act.

Section 42 enables the Minister to make regulations for the 
purpose of giving effect to this Part of the Bill. A general power 
is given in subsection (i), and examples of its scope are given in 
subsections (2)-(4). Subsection (5) makes it clear that different 
regulations may be made for different classes of cases, and sub
section (6) makes it an offence to contravene a penal regulation.
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The powers listed in subsection (-3) will largely be found in 
section 43 of the 1933 Act, which also provided for regulations on 
such subjects. The new references to the classification of vehicles, 
the form of licences, the manner of application for licences and 
provisional licences are in the main necessitated by the introduction 
of competency and fitness tests. The power of officers of any 
Minister of State to issue driving licences as agents of licensing 
authorities is intended to cover renewal of licences at Post offices, 
if this should prove feasible.

Subsection (3) sets out the matters on which regulations 
regarding fitness and competency tests may be made.

Subsection (4) lists regulations that may be made (in con
nection with disqualification and endorsement) regarding production 
of driving licences in court, the effecting of endorsements, and the 
sending of the driving licences by the Courts to licensing authori
ties. This will enable a number of defects which experience in the 
working of the 1933 Act brought to light to be remedied.

Section 43 contains transitional provisions. For instance, it is 
desirable to bring in immediately Part V of the Bill dealing with 
driving offences. It wTill take some time to bring in all of Part III 
of the Bill, and in the meantime it is intended to use the con
sequential disqualification machinery of the 1933 Act for giving 
effect to consequential disqualifications under the Bill. Subsection 
(5) is aimed at this.

Again, it is desirable to replace immediately the remission of 
disqualifications under the Criminal Justice Act by an application 
to the Courts under section 29. Subsections (2) and (6) will enable 
this to be done.

PART IV.

Speed Limits.

This Part contains provisions for speed limits in respect of 
mechanically propelled vehicles.

Section 44 provides for the fixing by regulations by the Minister 
for Local Government of “ ordinary speed limits ” for specified 
classes of mechanically propelled vehicles. This provision will 
replace Section 46 of the 1933 Act, which sets out the existing 
“ ordinary speed limits ”. These apply to particular classes of 
vehicles, such as buses, and are now entirely out of date. The new 
provision will enable both the speed limits and the classification 
of vehicles to be fixed by regulations so that there will be the 
necessary flexibility to deal with changing conditions. In deter
mining the speed limits, account will be taken, in accordance 
with recognised procedure, of the speeds at which the normal driver 
operates. The section also provides for the exemption of particular 
types of vehicles from the ordinary speed limit applicable to its 
class; this is to deal with ambulances, fire brigade vehicles, etc. 
Particular “ ordinary speed limits ” may be inadvisable on certain 
types of road, e.g., long stretches of dual carriageway, and the 
section enables such roads to be excepted.

Section 45 provides for a general speed limit of 30 m.p.h. for all 
vehicles on public roads in “ built up areas ”, which for this 
purpose are county boroughs, boroughs, urban districts and 
municipal towns. This is a new provision. The Minister for Local 
Government may by regulations exclude any particular road in 
those areas from the scope of the speed limit or bring within its 
scope particular roads outside those areas. Thus, through roads 
in a village or suburban roads in a county might be included, or 
wide, clear roads in a city might be excluded; the police and local 
authorities concerned would be consulted before such decisions 
were taken. The Minister may also by regulation increase or 
reduce the speed limit or restrict it to particular periods of the
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day and night. It is not intended to effect a variation on the 
foregoing basis unless and until experience in the working of the 
speed limit shows it to be desirable. The section also provides for 
the exemption by regulations of particular classes of vehicles; this 
will cover ambulances, fire brigade vehicles, etc.

Section 46 provides that on the application of the Commissioner 
of the Garda Siochana or the road authority concerned, the 
Minister for Local Government may make regulations prescribing 
a special speed limit for any specified road or for all roads in any 
specified area. The speed limit may apply at all times or during 
specified periods of the day and night or on specified occasions 
and may be confined to particular classes of vehicles. This section 
is substantially a re-enactment of section 48 of the 1933 Act, and 
any existing special speed limit under that section will continue 
in force under section 10 of the Bill until revoked. A public 
inquiry will no longer be necesary before a special speed limit is 
introduced. The section is now intended to deal only with special 
cases.

Section 47 makes it an offence to drive a vehicle at a speed 
exceeding the appropriate speed limit. The common penalty 
applies (section 102).

PART V.

Driving Offences.

This Part deals with a number of serious driving offences.

Section 48 prohibits the driving or attempted driving of a 
mechanically propelled vehicle in a public place by a person who 
is to his knowledge suffering from a disease or disability which 
would be likely to cause his driving to be a source of danger. 
Section 29 of the 1933 Act, the corresponding section did not 
apply to attempted driving. The penalty has been increased 
substantially.

Section 49 prohibits a person from driving or attempting to 
drive a mechanically propelled vehicle in a public place while under 
the influence of drink or a drug to such an extent as to be 
incapable of having proper control of the vehicle. This provision 
replaces section 30 of the 1933 Act with important amendments. 
The wording has been altered to make it clear that the driver need 
not be drunk in the social sense to commit an offence under the 
section. In view of the gravity of the offence the penalty has been 
altered, imprisonment to be the basic punishment. The penalty 
will apply to first as well as subsequent offences, and the Court 
will be precluded from applying the Probation of Offenders Act.

Section 50 makes it an offence to be under the influence of drink 
or a drug to such an extent as to be incapable of having proper 
control when in charge of a mechanically propelled vehicle in a 
public place (but not driving or attempting to drive it). At 
present offences of this nature are dealt with under section 12 of 
the Licensing Act, 1872, the maximum penalty being a fine of £4 
or 1 month’s imprisonment. The new provision increases the 
penalty substantially. Furthermore a previous conviction for an 
offence under section 49 (or section 30 of the 1933 Act) will be 
reckoned as a previous conviction under this section. It will be 
a good defence for the defendant to show that there was no likeli
hood of his driving the vehicle so long as he remained unfit to 
drive and that between his becoming unfit to drive and the 
material time he had not driven the vehicle in a public place.

Section 51 provides for an offence of driving, attempting to 
drive, or being in charge of an animal-drawn vehicle or of driving 
or attempting to drive a pedal cycle in a public place while the 
person is under the influence of drink or a drug to such an extent
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as to be incapable of having proper control of the vehicle or cycle. 
This section replaces section 12 of the Licensing Act, 1872, in so 
far as these vehicles are concerned. The penalty will be increased 
as in the preceding section.

Section 52 makes it an offence to drive a vehicle in a public 
place without due care and attention or without reasonable 
consideration for other persons using the place. This is a re
enactment with verbal modifications of section 50 of the 1933 Act. 
The common penalty applies (section 102), a substantial increase 
over the present penalty.

Section 53 prohibits the dangerous driving of any vehicle in a 
public place and is a re-enactment of section 51 of the Act of 1933, 
with increased penalties. Where the offence causes death or 
serious bodily harm to another person the offence will be an 
indictable one and the penalty particularly severe; this provision 
will in effect replace section 35 of the Offences against the Person 
Act, 1861.

Section 54 prohibits a person from driving in a public place a 
dangerously defective mechanically propelled vehicle. This is a 
re-enactment of section 52 of the 1933 Act with verbal improve
ments. The penalty under the 1933 Act did not include imprison
ment. The owner is liable also.

Section 55 prohibits the dangerous parking of a vehicle in a 
public place. This is a new provision. The penalty for an offence 
committed during lighting-up hours when the vehicle did not 
comply with lighting requirements is more severe than that for 
an offence in other circumstances. Subsection (3) contains a 
provision which will enable the section to apply pending the 
making of regulations under section 11.

PART VI.

Compulsory Insurance of Mechanically Propelled Vehicles.

This replaces Part V of the Road Traffic Act, 1933, which 
introduced the principle that every mechanically propelled vehicle 
driven in a public place must be covered by insurance or have 
other forms of cover against third party risks. Failure to have 
cover is an offence. The driver is liable unless he proves he was 
driving on the express orders of the owner. The owner is liable 
unless he proves the vehicle was being driven without his consent 
and that he had taken reasonable precautions to prevent it being 
driven on the occasion or that the driver wras his servant and acted 
in contravention of his orders. A certificate of insurance etc. 
covering the use of the vehicle must be produced on demand to a 
member of the Garda Siochana or within 5 days at a named Garda 
Station.

The insurance etc. must cover injury to persons (unlimited) and 
injury to property (up to at least £1,000). Passengers on the 
vehicle need not be covered except in the case of public service 
vehicles. Property on the vehicle, claims appropriate to be dealt 
with under the Workmen’s Compensation Acts and certain other 
forms of claim of minor importance need not be covered. The 
Minister for Local Government may make regulations prohibiting 
the insertion of specified conditions or limitations in policies or 
guarantees. Under existing regulations cover may be restricted in 
individual cases to specified drivers, specified uses of the vehicle 
etc.

In the 1933 Act, insurance is required against the liability for 
claims arising from negligent driving. For the reasons stated 
in the note on Section 3, “ negligent use ” has been adopted instead 
of “ negligent driving ” in Part VI of the Bill.
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The scope of compulsory insurance will be extended so as to 
include passengers in mechanically propelled vehicles of classes 
specified in regulations made by the Minister for Local Government 
under section 65. Under these regulations it is intended to cover 
passengers in public service vehicles, as at present, and considera
tion will be given to including passengers in the private car type 
and possibly other types of vehicles.

The 1933 Act provided for cover by way of guarantee or 
combined insurance and guarantee as an alternative to a policy 
of insurance. The provision for guarantees has been retained but 
that for combined insurance and guarantee, which has not been 
availed of in practice, is being dropped.

Under the 1933 Act deposits were required from insurers, 
guarantors and exempted persons (i.e. persons carrying their own 
“ insurance ”). The Insurance Act, 1936, now' provides for deposits 
by insurers, and accordingly the Bill deals only with deposits by 
guarantors and exempted persons (sections 61 and 77).

Part V of the 1933 Act has worked reasonably well in general, 
and subject to the above and to a number of other amendments 
the provisions of that Part are being re-enacted. These amend
ments are dealt with below.

f - ' * . , . • w,
Section 64, wdiich deals with fraud in obtaining a policy of 

insurance or a guarantee, corresponds to section 65 of the 1933 
Act. It contains a new provision to the effect that in a prosecution 
under the section a proposal form purporting to be signed by the 
defendant will be presumed, until the contrary is proved, to be 
the proposal form on which the insurance or guarantee was based 
and to be signed by the defendant. It has been found difficult 
in such cases to prove that the defendant actually signed the form. 
The section has also been extended to documents used in applying 
for participation in a policy, e.g. one held by a hire-drive firm. 
The offence is now’ a summary one and the penalty is adjusted 
accordingly.

Section 69 deals with the production of certificates of insurance 
etc., by the user or owner of a vehicle. Production of a certificate 
may be demanded at any time up to one month after the parti
cular date on which the vehicle is believed to have been used. At 
present production may be demanded on the spot only and this 
may tend to encourage persons involved in an accident, and not 
insured, to drive away. The time for the production of an 
insurance certificate at a named Garda station will be extended 
from 5 to 10 days. A person who undertakes to produce a 
certificate within 10 days will be deemed not to have produced it 
until the contrary is proved. This is to meet the type of problem 
referred to under sections 38 and 40. A member of the Garda wrill 
have powrer to arrest a person who gives a name or address w'hieh 
the member has reasonable grounds for believing to be false; in 
the 1933 Act, this power was related to cases where the name or 
address was known to be false.

Sections 71 and 72 deal with notification of accidents. The 1933 
Act provided for notification in writing by the driver to the owner, 
and by the owrner to the insurer (although the insurer could relieve 
the insured person from giving the notification). It is now’ 
provided that the person actually using the vehicle will notify 
the insured, and the insured will notify the insurer (unless relieved 
of that liability). This is more logical, and in most cases the 
insured will also be the owner. A new provision in section 72 (1) 
(6) requires the person actually using the vehicle to give such 
information as the insurer requires; this is based on an European 
convention, to which this country may decide to accede.

Section 73 provides that any person against whom a claim is 
made in respect of any liability required to be covered by com-
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pulsory insurance, etc., shall, on demand in writing by or on 
behalf of the person making the claim state whether or not he was 
covered in respect of that claim by an approved policy of insurance 
etc., and give specified particulars. Under section 173 of the 1933 
Act, replaced by section 106 of the Bill, a driver involved in an 
accident must give information regarding his insurance to anybody 
involved in the accident. Sometimes this information is not 
demanded at the time and there is difficulty in obtaining it later. 
The new section is designed to deal with this problem.

Section 76, which deals'with insured or guaranteed moneys, re
enacts section 78 of the 1933 Act with two amendments. Under 
section 78 (2) of the 1933 Act insurance moneys payable to a 
tortfeasor in a road accident do not form part of his assets if he 
becomes bankrupt or insolvent or dies and must be applied to 
meeting the claim by the injured person. This applies only to 
insurance in respect of claims required to be covered under the 
Act. Under the new section this provision will now apply in all 
cases in which moneys are payable to a bankrupt, etc., under an 
insurance policy in respect of claims by third parties, irrespective 
of whether these claims are confined to a liability required to 
be covered by insurance under the Bill.

* ’ ‘t; \ • t • : , ,•' 1 \ - % * - ,*ir%
Subsection (2) of the section is a new provision dealing with 

apportionment of claims in the case of property injury where there 
is a limit of £1,000 on compulsory insurance cover. It is based on 
the European convention referred to in the note on sections 71 and 
72.

Section 78 provides that an insurer, etc., will be required to be 
a member of the Motor Insurers’ Bureau of Ireland or to give an 
undertaking on the lines of that given by the Bureau. The Bureau, 
established in 1955 by all the insurers operating here, agreed with 
the Minister to meet third party claims for injury to person where 
the offender is not covered by insurance and has no means of 
meeting the judgment. Guarantors, “ exempted persons ” and the 
State have given collateral undertakings in respect of vehicles 
guaranteed or owned by them, which are taken or used without 
authority.

Section 79 excepts from compulsory insurance pedestrian-con
trolled mechanically propelled vehicles which comply with regula
tions made by the Minister for Local Government. Exception from 
the provisions of Port III of the Bill is conferred in relation to 
such vehicles by section 38.

PART VII.
4-r * V f * ’ >r - ,,l

Control and Operation of Public Service Vehicles.

This Part replaces Parts VII and VIII of the 1933 Act and 
vests in the Minister for Local Government the power to make 
regulations in relation to the control and operation of public 
service vehicles. Certain powers are also conferred on the Commis
sioner of the Garda Siochana. When the 1933 Act was being 
enacted, the control of public service vehicles presented a serious 
problem but conditions have changed considerably since then, 
particularly in view of the setting up of Coras Iompair fJireann 
as a statutory transport body. It is intended that public service 
vehicle licensing under the Bill will not apply to C.I.E., nor will 
drivers and conductors employed by C.I.E. require to be licensed 
under this Part. Moreover the testing of vehicles and of drivers 
can be assimilated to the tests carried out under Parts II and III 
of the Bill. The other matters dealt with at present under Parts 
VII and VUI of the 1933 Act are of such a character that they 
are, under modern conditions, more appropriately dealt with under 
regulations.

Public service vehicles (that is mechanically propelled vehicles 
carrying passengers for reward) are divided into large and small
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public service vehicles. Under the 1933 Act a large public service 
vehicle was defined as a public service vehicle having seating accom
modation for more than six passengers exclusive of the driver. In 
accord with international conventions on the subject, this figure 
is being increased to eight passengers by section 3 of the Bill. 
Under the 1933 Act omnibuses were defined as large public service 
vehicles which carry passengers at separate fares on a definite 
route and pick them up and set them down along the route. Small 
public service vehicles may be either street service vehicles or 
private hire vehicles. A street service vehicle is a small public 
service vehicle the driver of which offers the vehicle for hire on 
a public road; in a taximeter area it must be fitted with a taxi
meter. The definitions of public service vehicles, omnibuses and 
street service vehicles are retained in section 3 of the Bill, and the 
other distinctions will be continued in Regulations. It was proposed 
in paragraph 22 of the White Paper to remove “hackneys ” (i.e. 
small public service vehicles other than “ taxis ”) from the scope 
of the Bill. After consideration of representations received from 
interested bodies, it has been decided to drop this proposal. The 
licensing of hackneys may howrever be simplified in some respects, 
e.g. by having the licence cover a period of years instead of one 
year as at present.

Section 82 enables the Minister for Local Government to make 
regulations in relation to the control and operation of public 
service vehicles. Regulations may provide for the licensing of 
public service vehicles, and the fees to be paid for licences, badges 
etc. Regulations will also cover the conduct and duties of drivers, 
conductors, passengers and employers and the conditions under 
which vehicles may be operated as public service vehicles. 
Regulations may authorise the fixing of maximum fares for street 
service vehicles. Regulations may also deal with the keeping of 
records, and subsection (5) deals with the proof of extracts from 
the records relating to licences etc.; these provisions will replace 
part of section 128 and section 129 of the 1933 Act. There is a 
new provision in subsection (7) to the effect that a person charged 
with operating a public service vehicle or acting as a driver or 
conductor of such a vehicle without a licence shall be deemed until 
the contrary is show not to possess such a licence. This is on the 
lines of the provisions of subsection (2) of section 38 of the Bill 
regarding driving licences. It is also provided that where a 
mechanically propelled vehicle is used to carry eight or more 
persons who are not in the employment of the owner, such persons 
shall, until the contrary is show, be deemed to be carried for 
reward; this is a re-enactment of section 93 (4) of the 1933 Act. 
The regulations will indicate who the licensing authority will be 
for the purposes of this section. Save as indicated, it is intended 
that generally the regulations will follow the same lines as the 
existing provisions of the 1933 Act.

Section 83 deals with the verification of taximeters and is a re
enactment of Section 136 of the 1933 Act. It extends the definition 
of “measuring instrument” in the Weights and Measures Acts 
to include a taximeter and empowers the Commissioner of the 
Garda Siochana to appoint inspectors for the inspection, verifica
tion and stamping of taximeters, with the powers of inspectors or 
ex-officio inspectors of weights and measures.

Section 84 enables the Commissioner with the consent of the 
Minister and after consultation with the local authority concerned 
to make local bye-laws appointing stands on public roads for street 
service vehicles and prohibiting street service vehicles from standing 
for hire at places in the area which are not appointed stands. 
The bye-laws may regulate the use of the stands by the vehicles. 
This section is a re-enactment with modifications of section 137 
of the 1933 Act. The common penalty (section 102) applies, and 
under the new provision the owner is liable as well as the driver 
for any offence unless he can show that the use of the vehicle was 
unauthorised. There is also a new provision enabling temporary
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(or experimental) rules to be made, which with corresponding 
provisions under sections 89 and 90 will cover the carrying out of 
experiments in traffic control by the Garda Siochana.

Section 85 enables the Commissioner, by notice in writing to an 
omnibus operator, to designate stands and stopping places on 
omnibus routes. This provision partly replaces section 118 of 
the 1933 Act, which provided that bus stops and stands must be 
fixed by bye-laws made by the Commissioner with the consent of 
the Minister. That procedure proved to be unduly cumbersome and 
was replaced by Emergency Powers (No. 233) Order, 1942, now 
lapsed. Subsection (6) makes provision regarding proof in legal 
proceedings of a notice under the section.

Section 86 enables the Commissioner, with the consent of the 
Minister, to make general bye-laws controlling the stopping of 
omnibuses on routes on which stopping places have been designated 
under section 85, controlling the use by omnibuses of stands and 
stopping places, and prohibiting vehicles (other than omnibuses) 
from stopping at or parking in the vicinity of such stands and 
stopping places. Bye-laws may enforce order at stands or stopping 
places and require queueing by intending passengers. Where an 
offence involving an omnibus occurs, the owner will be liable 
unless he shows that the use of the vehicle was unauthorised. 
Where an offence involving a mechanically propelled vehicle 
other than an omnibus occurs (e.g. parking in the vicinity of 
stopping places in contravention of the bye-laws), the registered 
owner will be liable unless he can show that this use of the vehicle 
was unauthorised; this is the same basis as for parking offences 
under section 90. There is provision for the erection of bus 
shelters by bus operators, with the consent of the road authority 
where the shelter is on a public road. Bus operators will also 
be empowered, and required when requested by the Commissioner, 
to provide signs and roadway markings at stopping places and 
stands, of a size, form and colour approved by the Minister. 
Damage to signs or markings will be an offence, and as in the 
case of other offences under the section the common penalty applies 
(section 102). Provision is made as to proof of bus stop etc. signs 
and markings on the lines of the provision in that regard for 
traffic signs under section 95. Many of the provisions referred to 
in section 86 could previously have been made, but only for 
particular areas under local bye-laws under section 118 of the 1933 
Act. The Emergency Powers (No. 305) Order, 1943, now lapsed, 
also dealt with queueing.

Section 87 enables the Commissioner to make local bye-laws 
relating to the custody and disposal of property left on public 
service vehicles. Bye-law’s may be made in respect of all public 
service vehicles or any class of such vehicles. This is a re-enactment 
of section 127 of the 1933 Act. Coras Iompair fiireann have 
power to make their own bye-laws and the Commissioner’s powers 
have been used only in respect of small public service vehicles in 
the Dublin area.

PART VIII.
Regulation of Traffic.

This Part deals with the regulation and control of traffic and 
parking. Powrer is given to the Commissioner of the Garda Siochana 
to make bye-law’s on these subjects writh the consent of the Minister 
for Local Government, in the case of local bye-laws after consulta
tion writh the local authorities concerned. Other regulatory powers 
on particular subjects are given and there are some miscellaneous 
provisions. The Part replaces Part IX and some of Part XI of 
the 1933 Act and some sections of the Local Government Act, 1955.

Section 88 deals with general bye-laws by the Commissioner for 
the control of traffic and pedestrians in public places and replaces 
section 147 of the 1933 Act. It is under this provision that the 
general “ rules of the road ” are laid dow*n. The new section takes
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account of deficiencies in the powers conferred by the 1933 Act. 
The following are examples of the changes proposed :—

(i) Bye-laws may provide for the control of traffic and pedestrians 
by traffic lights on any part of the road. It is not clear at present 
whether bye-laws can be made requiring traffic to obey traffic 
lights when provided otherwise than at a junction or bend, or 
requiring pedestrians to obey traffic lights. Similarly it will be 
made clear that the regulation of traffic by members of the Garda 
Siochana on point duty need not be confined to control at junctions 
or angles or curves in roadways or obstructions on roadways.

(ii) Bye-laws may be made requiring traffic on dual carriage
ways to keep to the proper carriageway and requiring cyclists to 
use only cycle tracks on any road where they are provided. Modern 
road design makes it necessary to give this power.

(iii) Special bye-laws may be made for special classes of road, 
e.g., motorways if decided on.

Section 89 deals with local bye-laws by the Commissioner for the 
control of traffic and pedestrians and replaces Section 149 of the 
1933 Act. It is under this section that arrangements like one-way 
streets, no-right turns, etc., are effected. As in the case of 
section 88, account has been taken of deficiencies in the powers 
conferred by the 1933 Act, and the section now opens with a 
general wide power in subsection (1). Subsection (2) gives 
examples of matters that may be dealt with in the bye-laws, includ
ing the following new subjects :—

(a) prohibition of overtaking, etc., on specified public roads
(this would be required only on dangerous stretches of 
road which would be signposted);

(b) prohibiting animal-drawn vehicles from using specified
public roads during specified hours (this power could 
be used in cities, if necessary, to prevent traffic conges
tion).

A new provision enabling the Commissioner, with 
the consent of the Minister, to make temporary rules 
has been referred to in the note on section 84.

Section 90 deals with the control of parking by local bye-laws 
made by the Commissioner, and replaces sections 150, 151 and 152 
of the 1933 Act. Control is being extended from mechanically 
propelled vehicles to all vehicles (principally to deal with parking 
of pedal cycles). It will be made clear that bye-laws may pro
hibit parking entirely in certain streets and for certain periods 
(it may be necessary to do so for certain streets in central city 
areas at peak periods). The registered ow ner of a vehicle parked 
in contravention of the bye-laws w ill be made liable, as well as the 
driver, unless he shows that the use of the vehicle wras unauthorised. 
The Garda have found it very difficult to enforce the present bye
laws because only the person parking the vehicle is liable for an 
offence and strict proof involves evidence by a Garda that he saw 
the person parking the vehicle, and that it remained there for a 
lengthy period.

Three types of parking places are envisaged:—
(1) Meter parking places. The Commissioner will in bye-laws 

specify the streets to which this system will apply. Subject to the 
bye-laws, the local authority concerned will provide the parking 
meters, collect the fees and make rules for the administration of 
the schemes (including rules as to fees, periods of parking, vehicles 
which may be parked or exempt from fees etc.).

(2) Disc parking places. Bye-laws by the Commissioner will 
specify such places and make such provisions as are necessary for 
the implementation of a disc parking scheme, including provisions 
as to fees (if any) and the persons by whom discs are to be issued.

(3) Attended parking places. Bye-laws by the Commissioner 
may specify such places and make provision for the charging of
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fees by licensed attendants, the licensing of such attendants etc. 
These provisions are largely a re-enactment of sections 151 and 152 
of the 1933 Act. It will be noted that bye-laws may confine 
licensed parking attendants to official parking places and (save as 
provided under section 91) prohibit other persons from acting as 
parking attendants at all on public roads. Fees under this section 
will be disposed of in accordance with regulations made by the 
Minister for Local Government. The Commissioner will be 
empowered to make, with the Minister’s consent, temporary rules 
for parking—see note on section 84.

Section 91 makes clear that a member of the Garda Siochana 
may divert, regulate and control traffic and parking on special 
occasions, such as in the event of a procession, fire or flood. There 
was a previous statutory provision regarding fires in section 10 of 
the Fire Brigades Act, 1940, but the section generally is new. It 
also enables the Garda to authorise temporary parking attendants 
for special occasions.

Section 92 enables certain local authorities, with the consent 
of the Minister for Local Government, to make bye-laws for 
securing the free passage of vehicular traffic on the occasion of 
fairs or markets. This is substantially a re-enactment of section 
157 of the 1933 Act.

Section 93 enables a road authority or other person liable to 
maintain a bridge carrying a public road to place, subject to 
appeal to the Minister for Local Government, a notice restricting 
the weight and speed of traffic using the bridge. This is substan
tially a re-enactment of section 158 of the 1933 Act. Notices under 
the section must necessarily go into detail and there is a new pro
vision that the authority placing the notice may, and if required 
by the Commissioner shall, provide a traffic sign either in advance 
of or at the bridge concerned to give indication to traffic of the 
restriction, such sign to conform as to size, etc., with regulations 
made by the Minister. There is special provision for the proof 
of notices in legal proceedings, on the lines of that provided for 
traffic signs under section 95.

Section 94 enables the Minister for Local Government, after 
holding a public inquiry, to limit the type of traffic using a road 
by excluding vehicles generally or any class thereof in the interests 
of safety or where the road is unsuitable for such vehicles. This 
is substantially a re-enactment of section 159 of the 1933 Act. 
There is a new provision for the erection of advance traffic signs 
as in section 93.

Section 95 provides for traffic signs on roads and is a re-enact
ment of section 69 of the Local Government Act, 1946, as amended 
by section 36 of the Local Government Act, 1955. Road authorities 
are required to provide traffic signs on roads at the request of the 
Commissioner of the Garda Siochana and may, with the consent 
of the Commissioner, provide on roads such traffic signs as they 
consider desirable. The Minister may make regulations specifying 
the type of traffic signs to be provided and the signs provided by 
road authorities must comply with these regulations. A new pro
vision, in subsection (18), is that a traffic sign shall be taken, until 
the contrary is proved, to have been placed lawfully on the road. 
This will obviate the need in prosecutions for proof that the road 
authority actually provided the individual sign and that the Com
missioner consented thereto or requested the road authority to 
provide it.

Section 96, which is a re-enactment of section 37 of the Local 
Government Act, 1955, empowers certain local authorities, with 
the consent of the Commissioner of the Garda Siochana, to make 
arrangements for the patrol of places where school-children cross 
public roads. The patrolling is carried out by traffic wardens 
appointed by the local authorities and traffic is required to stop 
at the direction of the wardens. The common penalty now applies
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{section 102). Another new provision is that in subsection (6) 
regarding onus of proof, somewhat similar to that in section 95.

Section 97 provides that where a vehicle is abandoned, or left on 
a public road in a position where it is likely to cause danger or 
obstruction, a member of the Garda Siochana may remove it and 
arrange for storage, the cost of removal and storage being recouped 
by the owner on a basis to be fixed by regulations by the Minister 
for Justice. This new provision is essential in modem conditions. 
It would be availed of only in serious cases.

Section 98 formally prohibits obstruction of traffic and is a re
enactment of section 154 of the 1933 Act.

Section 99 prohibits unauthorised travelling on moving vehicles 
or holding on to them. It replaces section 155 of the 1933 Act. 
The case of a stationary vehicle is dealt with in section 113.

Section 100, which prohibits cyclists holding on to other vehicles 
(except a pedal bicycle on which no one is riding), is a re-enact
ment of section 156 of the 1933 Aet with the amendment that this 
practice will now be an offence irrespective of whether it is with 
the consent of the driver of the other vehicle.

Section 101 provides for off street carparks and replaces, with 
amendments, section 153 of the 1933 Act. The most important 
changes are the provision for the allocation of Road Fund grants 
towards the expenses of local authorities under the section and the 
provision that local authorities, instead of providing a car park 
themselves, may assist any other person to do so by way of the 
grant or lease of land, a contribution of money or the execution 
of works. It is also provided that a local authority may sell or 
lease any car park (or part thereof) provided under the section. 
Land which loeal authorities have acquired for another purpose 
and do not need for that purpose (temporarily or permanently) 
may be used as a car park.

PART IX.

Miscellaneous.

This Part corresponds broadly with Part XI of the Act of 1933. 
It contains a number of new provisions and amendments of exist
ing provisions.

Section 102 provides for a common penalty for offences for 
which a specific penalty is not provided in the relevant sections. 
The penalty on summary conviction will be, on first offence, a fine 
not exceeding £20 and for a second or subsequent offence a fine 
not exceeding £50, provided that where three or more offences are 
committed within a year, the Court may impose imprisonment for 
a term not exceeding three months in addition to or in substitution 
for the fine. The power of imprisonment is intended to deal with 
deliberate and repeated offences. The 1933 Act did not provide for 
a common penalty and there was, in fact, a wide range of penalties 
for the various offences.

Section 103 provides for a system of “ Fines on the Spot ” for 
certain minor offences prescribed by regulations. This is a new 
provision. The system envisaged is that a Garda may give a 
person alleged to have committed an offence the option of making 
a fixed payment (the amount to be prescribed by regulations), 
instead of being prosecuted for the offence. The person concerned 
will always be free to let the case go to Court. If he decides to 
make the payment, he must do so within 21 days of the serving of 
a notice on him, which will either be handed to him at the time the 
offence is committed or else (in the case of a parking contraven
tion, for instance) affixed to his vehicle. Payment will be made at 
a Garda station. Regulations will specify the offences to which
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the section will apply and, while experience will finally determine 
their range, it can be stated that it is intended to cover minor 
offences only, e.g., parking.

Section 104 provides for notice of intention to prosecute in the 
case of three offences, viz., exceeding a speed limit, careless driving 
and dangerous driving. Subsection (2) of section 55 of the 1933 
Act provided that a person could not be convicted of one of the 
offences unless he was warned at the time or immediately there
after that he would be prosecuted or within 14 days a written 
notice was issued to him or the registered owner. This notice 
will no longer be necessary in cases where it is impossible to 
serve it (when the name and address of the accused or the registered 
owner could not have been ascertained in time or where the accused 
by his own conduct contributed to the failure) and onus of proof 
will rest on the accused if he alleges that the notice should have 
been and was not served.

Section 105 provides that the uncorroborated evidence of one 
witness stating his opinion as to the speed at which a person was 
driving shall not be accepted as proof of that speed for the pur
pose of proving the commission of an offence under the Bill. This 
is a re-enactment of subsection (1) of section 55 of the 1933 Act. 
A further provision seeks to remove a serious difficulty to proof 
of speeds of vehicles in speed limit prosecutions.

Section 106 relates to the duties of a person in charge of a 
vehicle involved in an accident. It is a re-enactment, with amend
ments, of section 173 of the 1933 Act. That Act provided that the 
person must stop and give his name and address and certain other 
information on demand to any member of the Garda Siochana 
present or to any person entitled to it under the Act (for example, 
a person injured). If neither a member of the Garda Siochana nor 
any person entitled to the information is present, the accident must 
be reported, as soon as possible, to a member of the Garda 
Siochana, if necessary at the nearest Garda Station. To provide 
against the contingency that there may be persons present who are 
entitled to the information but unable to demand it because of 
age, injury etc., the Bill will require the person in charge of a 
vehicle to report an accident if a Garda is not present, if the 
information is not demanded by persons entitled to do so and it is 
reasonably clear that such persons are incapable of doing so. 
Penalties under the section are being increased substantially, with 
a more severe penalty for an offence involving injury to person.

Section 107 replaces, with amendments, section 177 of the 1933 
Act. With the previous section, this section deals with the problem 
of the hit-and-run-driver. Section 177 of the 1933 Act was 
designed to enable the driver of a vehicle to be identified, by the 
following provisions:—

(а) a Garda can demand the name and address of a driver
suspected of having committed an offence;

(б) a person giving a name or address reasonably believed to
be false or misleading, or whose vehicle has not got its 
identification mark, can be arrested;

(c) a Garda may allege to the owner of a vehicle that a person 
other than the owner committed an offence in relation 
to it, and then it is the duty of the owner to identify the 
driver if he can—the Garda could not make this allega
tion if he thought the owner was possibly the driver, 
and in any event the owner could not be compelled to 
say he was the driver.

The amendments now' effected are as follows:—
(i) the section applies to persons using vehicles and not 

merely drivers—several offences are based on use 
rather than driving;
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(ii) the owner may be required to say whether or not he
was using the vehicle;

(iii) any other person shall give any information he has 
as to the identity of a person using a vehicle;

(iv) the penalty is increased.

Section 108 enables a member of the Garda Siochana, in certain 
circumstances, to demand of a pedal cyclist his name and address, 
and to retain the cycle if the person refuses to give his name and 
address or gives a name or address which the member has reason
able grounds for believing to be false or misleading. This is a re
enactment of Section 175 of the 1933 Act.

Section 109 is a general provision requiring a person driving a 
vehicle to stop on being required to do so by a member of the 
Garda Siochana. Previously the duty to stop was contained in 
particular regulations, but the provision is of sufficiently general 
application to put it in the Bill.

Section 110 enables a member of the Garda Siochana to arrange 
for the temporary disposition of a mechanically propelled vehicle 
when he arrests under the Bill a person committing an offence in 
relation to the vehicle. This is a re-enactment of section 168 of the 
1933 Act.

Section 111 provides that a person shall not be bound to comply 
with any request, requirement or demand by a member of the 
Garda Siochana under the Bill unless the member is in uniform or 
produces evidence of identity. This is a re-enactment of section 
178 of the 1933 Act.

Section 112 prohibits the taking of a mechanically propelled 
vehicle or pedal cycle without authority. The common penalty 
(section 102) applies. Section 165 of the 1933 Act prohibited the 
taking of a mechanically propelled vehicle without authority. 
Emergency Powers (No. 239) Order, 1942, now lapsed, applied that 
section to pedal cycles and provided a convenient way of dealing 
with cycle thefts, which are still a problem.

Section 113 prohibits a person, without lawful authority or 
reasonable cause, from interfering with the mechanism of a 
mechanically propelled vehicle or getting on or into such a vehicle 
while it is stationary in a public place. The common penalty 
applies (section 102). This is substantially a re-enactment of 
section 167 of the 1933 Act. An offence of getting on or into a 
vehicle while moving is dealt with in section 99.

Section 114 prohibits the driving of large public service vehicles, 
goods vehicles or tractors for excessive periods. Time spent driving 
a vehicle used in the course of agriculture or forestry while it is 
not on a public road is not reckoned. Excessive periods are defined 
in the section, but the Minister for Industry and Commerce will 
have power to vary them by regulations. This is a re-enactment, 
with amendments, of section 169 of the 1933 Act. Under that 
Act, the Minister for Industry and Commerce could exercise this 
power only if satisfied that the variation would not be detrimental 
to the public safety and provided he consulted an Advisory Body, 
the constitution of which was provided for in the Act. As a result 
of changes in the field of industrial relations and transport 
generally, the Advisory Body has not been used for many years. 
It is felt that in present circumstances changes of working condi
tions should be settled in the first instance by employers and 
employees. Accordingly, references to the Advisory Body are being 
omitted and the Minister may vary the permitted periods only 
where he is satisfied that the employers and employees concerned 
have agreed to the changes and after consultation with the Minister 
for Local Government (on the safety aspect). Another new provi
sion is that the Minister for Industry and Commerce may make
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regulations providing for the keeping and production of records 
and the exhibition of notices, to facilitate enforcement.

Section 115 prohibits false declarations in connection with the 
issue of licences or certificates under the Bill or the forgery or 
fraudulent alteration or use of any licence, plate, badge or certifi
cate issued under the Bill. This replaces subsection (5) of section 
24 and section 176 of the 1933 Act with some changes. It is 
provided, that, notwithstanding the general provision limiting 
prosecutions for summary offences to a period of six months from 
the commission of the offences, proceedings may be instituted 
within 12 months of the date of offence of making a false declara
tion as the offence is, in some cases, unlikely to be discovered 
within 6 months. The section is extended to certificates as well as 
licences; certificates of competency and of fitness and test certifi
cates are provided for in the Bill. The penalty for an offence 
under the section is not being changed.

Section 116 provides that the Minister for Finance will be liable 
for injury to person or property caused by the negligent use of 
State-owned etc. vehicles (see section 4). This replaces section 170 
of the 1933 Act, in so far as non-fatal injuries are concerned and 
as regards fatal injuries, section 7 of the Fatal Injuries Act, 1956, 
the scope of which is extended to cover “ use ” instead of 
“ driving ” of a mechanically propelled vehicle.

Section 117 provides that the liability of any person for injury 
to person or property (other than injury causing death, w’hich is 
dealt w'ith in section 6 of the Fatal Injuries Act, 1956) caused by 
the negligent use of a mechanically propelled vehicle wfill not 
terminate at his death but continue against his estate. This 
replaces section 171 of the 1933 Act.

Section 118 provides that a person using a mechanically pro
pelled vehicle wdth the consent of the owner shall be deemed, for 
the purposes of determining liability for injury, to do so as the 
servant of the owner. This replaces section 172 of the 1933 Act. 
An amendment has been effected wrhich ensures that the master- 
servant relationship will apply in respect of contributory negli
gence by the person using the vehicle with his consent.

Section 119 re-enacts, with amendments, section 174 of the 1933 
Act, which provided for re-imbursing hospitals the expenses of 
treatment and maintenance of persons injured in road accidents. 
The 1933 Act enabled hospitals to recover directly from the person 
responsible for a road accident or from his insurer, subject to limits 
(which were specified in the Act) on the amounts to be recovered. 
These limits are completely out of date and are not now stated in 
the Bill, but will be fixed by regulations from time to time. The 
Health etc. Acts entitled large classes of persons to free or partly- 
free hospital treatment and it was doubtful if the cost of treatment 
in such cases could be recovered; it was proposed in the White 
Paper that health authorities and mental hospital authorities 
would be entitled to recover from the person responsible or his 
insurer. This proposal has been dropped. On reconsideration, it 
was decided that no distinction could be made as to the circum
stances in which eligible persons under the Health etc. Acts are 
entitled to treatment. To do so would establish a new principle 
w'hich w'ould require to be carried consistently through the entire 
Health code and which wras not considered desirable. Accordingly 
the section will not apply to “ health institutions ” as defined in the 
Health Acts.

Section 120 enables certain local authorities to incur expenditure 
in promoting road safety either directly or by assisting other 
bodies. Grants may be made from the Road Fund towards the 
expenses of a local authority or the expenses of an association or 
body whose primary objects include the advancement of road 
safety. This is a new provision.
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Section 121 enables the Minister to prescribe by regulations the 
method of calculating the passenger accommodation of vehicles for 
the purposes of the Bill. This replaces section 20 of the 1933 Act, 
and is of importance, for example, in distinguishing between large 
and small public service vehicles.

Section 122 enables the Minister for Local Government to make 
regulations governing the keeping and use of petroleum etc. for 
the purposes of mechanically propelled vehicles. This is a re
enactment of section 179 of the 1933 Act. The common penalty 
applies (section 102).

Section 123 enables the Minister to make regulations providing 
that persons applying for a licence in respect of a mechanically 
propelled vehicle under the Finance (Excise Duties) (Vehicles) 
Act, 1952, shall make such declarations and produce such evidence 
as are necessary to show whether the provisions of the Bill with 
respect to compulsory insurance and vehicle testing have been 
complied with. A similar provision regarding insurance was con
tained in section 67 of the 1933 Act; vehicle tests are new.

Section 124 provides that driving licence disqualifications shall 
no longer be remitted under the Criminal Justice Act, 1951. This 
is consequential on the new procedure for removal of disqualifica
tion by the Courts provided for in section 29.

Sections 125 and 126 contain savers for indictment for nuisances 
and for the general power of the Commissioner and members of the 
Garda Siochana. These sections replace sections 12 and 160 of the 
1933 Act.

Section 127 modifies the Motor Car (International Circulation) 
Act, 1909, by substituting references to Part 111 of the Bill for 
references in that Act to the Motor Car Act, 1903. This provision 
is of a transitional nature: the 1909 Act is repealed by the Local 
Government Act, 1955, but the repealing provision of the latter 
Act has not yet been brought into operation pending the making of 
comprehensive new regulations on the subject of international 
circulation.

First Schedule.
This lists the enactments repealed by the Bill. The whole 

of the 1933 Act is repealed. All that now remains of the 
Public Roads (Ireland) Act, 1911, is also repealed, being 
replaced by section 17. Section 10 of the Fire Brigades Act, 1940, 
is replaced by section 91, section 69 of the Local Government Act, 
1946, and section 36 of the Local Government Act, 1955, by 
section 95, section 37 of the Local Government Act, 1955, by 
section 96, and section 7 of the Fatal Injuries Act, 1956, by 
section 116.

Second Schedule.
This lists the offences now involving consequential disqualifica

tion as mentioned in the note on section 26.

An Roinn Rialtais Aitiuil, 
Feabhra, 1961.
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